The Dallas Museum of Art
has over 22,000 works of
art from around the world
and throughout time,
spanning 5,000 years of
human creativity.
It is a big museum, so

museum hours
Tuesday–Sunday 11:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Thursday 11:00 a.m.–9:00 p.m.
Closed Mondays
For information on tours, programs, and exhibitions,
visit DMA.org.

DMA Friends can text code kwp
to 214-390-9693 or use this code
to check in at a Friends kiosk.
kwp

start your visit with this

Earn points for engaging with art!

bite-sized tour.
free.*
every day.
*Free general admission

Visit dma.mobi on a web-enabled
device to access audio, video, and
images about works of art.

look for this icon
and the three-digit
codes on self-guides
and wall labels.

DMA.org
1717 N Harwood St
Dallas Texas 75201
The Dallas Museum of Art is supported, in part, by the generosity of DMA Partners
and donors, the citizens of Dallas through the City of Dallas Office of Cultural
Affairs, and the Texas Commission on the Arts.

Park
Rangers
self- guided tour

do you crave blue skies,
chirping birds, and blades of
grass beneath your feet? Park
rangers do! They spend their days
caring for natural spaces and
ensuring the safety of the wildlife,
plants, and human visitors that
hang out in parks.
Use this Park Rangers guide to
explore nature inside the DMA.
Need help finding an artwork?
Ask a friendly gallery attendant,
the DMA’s version of a park
ranger, for directions.

level 4
George Inness

summer foliage

Fernand Léger

With layers of rich green tones, Summer Foliage
demonstrates George Inness’s ability to bring to life
a traditional landscape scene. It’s easy to imagine
yourself sauntering through these lush woods on a
summer afternoon. Use your phone or camera to
capture your own landscape at Klyde Warren Park.
Tag your photo #DMAParkRanger.

composition with tree trunks

bird-watching break
Many birds are hiding in the Decorative Arts Study
Gallery on Level 4. (We found twenty-six!) Embark
on a bird-watching expedition in this gallery. Then
look for more birds in Klyde Warren Park.

Then, walk across the street to

middle of the Dallas Arts District!

1933

Fernand Léger was fascinated with the innovative
machinery produced after World War I, and many
of his paintings during the 1920s and 30s combined
industrial shapes with organic elements like trees
and vines. Here, Léger strives to f ind a balance
between the natural and the man-made, suggesting
that humans can exist in harmony with nature.
Where do you see industrial and natural elements
juxtaposed in Klyde Warren Park?

outside north entrance

Klyde Warren Park to experience
nature firsthand, right in the

level 2

1883

Miguel Covarrubias

genesis, the gift of life

level 3
Japan

the eight immortals of the wine cup
c. 1600

These two screens present scenes from a Taoist
poem about eight immortals who engage in fruitful
conversation and imbibe in the great outdoors in
order to escape the material world. Frolicking in
nature combined with intellectual pursuits led to
their enlightenment and immortality. Picnic with
friends or practice yoga outdoors to refine your
body and mind.
Learn more about these screens!
DMA.mobi 111
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You can’t miss the sixty-foot-long glass mosaic
outside the DMA’s doors. Using imagery from
ancient and modern cultures in Central and North
America, Miguel Covarrubias references the four
major elements: water, earth, fire, and air. Find
specific references to these elements in the
mosaic. Then, look around you and search for
these elements in the natural world.

